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Solution by the PROPOSER. 

zP[(z- 1).. (z-n)]P+le-zdz is divisible by p! owing to the well known 
0 

00 

relation zP e-zdz=p !. Likewise, by substituting z=-z'+l, z=z'+2, z-z' 

+n, it can be seen that ef, e f .... e are divisible by (p + 1) !. 
a 1I9 n 

MECHANICS. 

173. Proprosed by J. F. LAWRENCE, A. B.. Professor of Mathematics, Oklahoma Agricultural College. Still- 
water. Oklahoma. 

A squirrel is in a cylindrical cage and oscillates with it about its axis 
which is horizontal. At the instant when he is at the highest point of the oscil- 
lation, he leaps to the opposite extremity of the diameter and arrives there at the 
same instant as the point at which he left. Determine his leap completely. 

Solution by B. F. FINKEL. A. M., Professor of Mathematics and Physics, Drury Collega. Springfield. Mo. 

Let P be the highest point to which the squirrel ascends in his oscillations, 
the coordinates of this point being x,), yo; and Q the point opposite to which he 
jumps, the co6rdinates of this point being x1, y1, the 
origin of co6rdinates being taken at 0. 

Let the angle BCP=m3, and let a be the angle 
between the horizon and the line of direction taken by 
the squirrel to reach the point Q. 

Since the squirrel and cage are at rest when 
the squirrel reaches the highest point of his oscilla- 
tions, and since, at that instant, the squirrel jumps to a 
the point, Q, diametrically opposite, the cage is set in 
uniform motion in the direction POQ by the impulsive 
force of the squirrel's jump. 

Let F8 be the impulsive force of the squirrel's jump; F,, the effective im- 
pulsive force received by the cage; M8, the mass of the squirrel; Mc, the mass of 
of the cage; V8, the velocity of the squirrel; and V,, the velocity of the cage. Then 

=F8 s in(i?-a) . (1) Fc cVc ........ (2) X and Fr-M. V. .... (3). 

The time for the point, P, to have the position, Q, is t=-BR/ V., and the 
time for the squirrel to reach the same point, by the parabolic path PAQ is 

2Rcos 2Rcos,B _r 
- cosa Hence ,- (4). cosa ~ V8cosa VC. (4). 

From (1), F./F.8sin(19-a), and from (2) and (3), F/F8=MCVC/M8. V. 
Hence, 1U VC/M8 V8==sin(,9-a). Hence, Vc-M8 V8sin(f- )/Mc. 

Substituting this value of V. in (4), and solving for a, we have 
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tana=tanP+ 27Mos2- 

Knowiing a, the other quantities may be found. 

176. Proposed by A. H. HOLMES, Brunswick, Me. 

A solid cube weighs 300 pounds. If a power is applied at an angle of 450 

at an upper edge of the cube, how many foot-pounds will be required to overturn 
the cube? 

Solution by CHRISTIAN HORNUNG, A. M., Heidelberg University, Tiffin, Ohio. 

In order to overturn the cube it must be revolved on a lower edge until 
the center of mass is vertically over that edge, and this will. require the lifting 
of the 300 pounds through a distance a(1/2-1), a being the edge of the cube, 
against gravity. 

.'. the work donez=300a(1/2-1)=124.26a foot-pounds. Hence, the size 
of the cube can not be left out of the calculation. 

178. Proposed by F. ANDEREGG, A. M., Professor of Mathematies, Oberlin College. Oberlin, 0. 

A weight W is drawn up a rough conical hill of height h and slope a. and 
the patlh cuts all the lines of greatest slope at the constant angle q. Find the 
work done in attaining the summit. 

[Problem 11, page 226, Johnson's Theoretical Mechanics.] 

Solution by G. W. GREENWOOD, M. A. (Oxon), Lebanon, Ill. 

The weight W can be resolved in forces Wcosa perpendicular to the sur- 
face, Wsina cosO along its path, and Wsina sinqa perpendicular to these direc- 
tions. The force required to move the body is therefore g Wcosa + Wsina cosqO. 

The path is the eqtliangular spiral s=rsec4, and hence its length from the 
foot of the hill is nzcoseca secA. 

The work done is then 

ncoseca secc(p,.Woosa+Wsina cos4); i. e., Wh(iicota sec+ 1). 

179. Proposed by F. P. MATZ. Sc. D., Ph. D., Reading, Pa. 

If the velocity of a body moving under an acceleration tending to the cen- 
ter varies as the radius of ecurvature, the body will describe a cycloid. 

Solution by the PROPOSER. 

Assume x-ver-sin-'(y)- /(2ry _y2) to represent the orbit; then R,=V, 
-21/ (2ry), which fulfills the conditions of the problem. 
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